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NEUTRON TZELDS YROM TCK TARGETS 
BOMBARDED BY 18- AND 32•-MEV POTONS 

YuLn.Kwei Tat George P. Mittburn, Selig N. Kaplan and Burton T. Moyer 

Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley. California 

August 20,1 

I UTRODUCTION 

The classic interpretation of nuclear reactions involving low.nergy particles 

is based on the statistical theory developed by Wets ekopf1  and on the concept of 

the compound nucleus. Reactions that Involve neutrons as either the incident or 

emitted particle are easier to interpret than those ftwotving charged particles be-

cause of the lack of complicating effect, due to the Coulomb barrier. We wish to 

report the results of a systematic survey of neutron production by 32- and 18-Mev 

protons that was undertaken as the first step in a study of proton reactions that 

lead to neutrOn emission. 'fllrheaaurement of total neutron yields from 59 thick 
target. I. reported here. Some anomalies were found that we could not explain 
with the statistical theory In Itt present form, and targets that should be used in 

more detailed experiments have been suggested. 

The data are presented in a form that makes them convenient to use inal-

culating shielding requirements for accelerators or in estimating neutron back-

ground when designing accelerator experiments. 

Previlus measurements of neutron yields have coácentrated on deuterou and 
23 alpha particles, ' 41tho7h *ome measurements of yields from proton bombard- 

• '•• rnentáhav.beenm&de 	• 

Tb. source of protons was the 32.1dev proton linear accelerator,7  sad t' 

. .*nctdent proton flux was mesiured by planing the targets In a FarAday cup. 

àeutrene were detected from the activity Induced In a solution of Mn50 4  that 

• 	rounded a cavity containing the targets. 

TO compare our results, with the predictions of the statistical theory of 

fluclear r.actioni, the yields éxpócted were calculated on an IBM 650. We a 
• eider a proton of energy E traversing a ilab of material of atomic mass A ar 

thckness dx(In g cm4). If a (E) is the cross section for the fàrmation of a 

5Natl*n9 Taiwan University, Tsipóh. Formosa 
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compound nucleus, then the number of such interactions in dx is n(N 0/A)a(E) dx 

where.N0 1s AvogadrO's number and n Is tle number of protons inctdent The' 

proton will form a compound nucleus of charge £ + 1 with an excitation energy 

E + B (B  I. the binding energy, of the proton). The statistical theory may be 

used to calculate the average nwnbei of neutrons. N(E + B e). that will be emitted• 

from the compound nucleus. Thea the number of neutrons that shutd be emitted 

on the average in the Interval dx is 

dnn(N/A)N(E+B)a(E)dx 	 (1) 

The' raàgócnergy rilatlon may be used to calculate the mean energy of protons 

that have traversed a distance x in a material, so we may integrate Eq. (1) over 

• a target of one range thiçkne set  

dX 
n(E)n(N/A) 

J) 
N(E' + D) (E') 	, dE' (2) 

0 

where E t(z) is taken from the Range-Energy Tables. 8  To convert a to the 

number of neutrons per microcoulomb, we divide (2) by n, and by 160 * 1O 13. 

the charge of a proton in microcuulombe. 
Tests of thepredictions of the statistical theory of nucleus reactions have 

been made by many experimenters. Partial summaries of their results have been 

given by Lang and LeCouter, Cohen. 10  and Blatt and Weisakopf. 	The mowI 

striking success of the compound nucleus was the explanation of resonances En 

auctear. reactionsp 11  and these data alone are euffictent to prove the validity of. 

the concept of a compound nucleus (at least at energies near the binding energies 

of particles). Lang and LeGouteur showed that a portion of high-energy nuclear 

reactions may be Included within the framework of the theory. On the other band. 

It has become increasingly clear that the theory frequently does not lead to pred. 

ic$in accord with the data. 12  The success of the "cloudy crystal ball" model 

of the nucleus 13  In explaining neutron cross sections at 1 to 3 Mev and the striking 

suCceSS of the shell moiet in explaining regularities in nuclear ground states 

tend to contradict the fundamental assumption of, the theory that the incident particle , 

amalgamates with the 'target nucleus to form a highly excited compound nucleus. 

Thus, we might expect that nuclear transparency 15  will be important at energies 

much tower than previously supposed, and that nucleon-nucleon (orkuock-on or 

• • direct)16' 18 reactions will be superposed on the ev*poration of particles predicted 

- by the statistical theory. 	 ' 	 ' ' 	•. 
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IL EXPERZMENTAL PROCURE 

: 	• 	• .. Protons kcceleeated to 32 Mev in the Liniar accelerator were deflected jQO 

by a steertcg zzagnet,passed through a .trang.focustng quadrupole system. and 

..' 	.. .. tntó the anrix taret.rOQrn.(6eè Fig. 1)0 The entire path ofthe beam was in 	' • • 

vacutm A carbon collimator approxLmately 1 in. thick and 3/4 in. ia diameter 

was placed 4 to 6 ft in front of the targets. 

The targets were placed in a Faraday cup in order to measure the number 

ofprotons that struck them. The total charge collected in the cup was measured 

with a 1ow4aaage Fast condenser; a 100% inverse-feedback integrating alectro. 

meter s  and a Leeds and Northrup Speedomax recorder. The various components 

were calibrated to wIthin 1%.  Tests with a magnetic field of 400 gauss showed 

that econdary-electron emission from the target amounted to lese than 0.5 * 2.0%. 

Seven times during the course of the experiment, the proton energy was 

determined by measuring the range In aluminum; the ranges varied from 0196 to 

0.190 W. corresponding to energies of 32.6 and 31.0 Mev. 8. 

The essential ieatures ofthe neutron-detection system have been described 
•leewhere. 1  5. 19 	• details of the detection system used in our experiment 

differed slightly; we used a 3... * 3ft. aluminum tank with a 4 1/2-in -diam tube 

through the center In which the 'araday cup was placed In the rear of the tube was 

placed a 44ncb diameter plug that waS fifed with MnSO 4  solution from the tank 

before each bombardment. Storage tanks were placed approximately 100 ft from the 

target area to that the solution In the t*nk could be changed when its specific activity 

became great enough to necessitate a dead..tirna correction greater than 3% A 

mechanical stirrer mixed the solution itt the tank before a sample was withdrawn to 

be measured and counted with immersion Geiger counter.. A solution of Co 60  was 

used to check the performance of the counters, which performed satisfactorily 

throughout the course of the experiment 

A Ra..a.Be source calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards to a standard 

error of 3% was used to determine the over-aU efficiency of the detection system. 

The background of neutrons presentnear the target area was determined by 

etendlng the beam pipe through the tube in the MuSO 4  tank The Faraday cup 

was placed 2ft beyond the tank and surrounded by approximately 1 it of paraffin 

with cadmium sheeta on the outside The yields of neutrons from polyethylene (CH2 ) 

and lead targets in this configuration were measurd, and by comparison with 

yields for the same targets In the center of the tank, the baàkground ãould be 

accurately determined. It amounted to0.lS it 1010 neutrons per microcoulomb 
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and was constant within experimental uncertainties 

Alter ,  the yields of 32-Me'v protons had been measured, we decided to 

reduce the incident-beam energy to determine if some of the observed Irregularities 

in the yields were due to the particular Incident energy used. Absorbers placed 

in the beam path would have resulted in a loss of beam tntonsity and a much more 

difeed beam with attendant.axpertmental difficulties. Instead, advantage was 

taken of the Z0Mev threshold 20  of C for neutron production by protons and the 
lz 

very l.ew.yield from carbonby 2-Mev protone Because C represe0898.9% of 

natural carbon, the yield from the C present is negligible. The beam energy was 

degraded by placing a carbon absorber, sufficient to reduce the beam energy to 

l $ev, dire ctiy in front of the.*rget  in 'the Faraday Cup; the total yield for 

3244ev protons On carbon was subtracted as a 'background'% 

Also 23 metallic targets were made of such thickness that an incident 

proton of $2 Mev would be degraded to 13 Mev, these targets were placed in front 

of a carbon target in the Faraday cup and the neutron yield measured was that for 

prTotona of energy from 18 to 32 Mev in the metallic target. 
.56 

The counting rates were corrected for dead-time, background, and Mn 

activity present before the bombardment began. The net activity at the end of the 

bombardment waS found and corrected for decay during tho bombardment. If the 

corrected activity is A., the charge collected by the Earaday cup, 0, the atura- 

tion ativity induced by a source that, emitted N neutrons per minute, A'; and the 

decay constant of Mn 56, ), then y A00N(A'XQI' is the yield of neutrons per unit 

charge. 	 ." 	 . 	 •' 	 . ... 	 . 	 .. 

Possible sources of errors for the techniques used in the experiment have 

been discussed elsercchere. 4' We estimate that the yields are accurate to a 

standard error of 4.51% on a relative baSis, and to a standard error of 7% on an 

• '', absolute basis.' 'This eltirnate maybe too' conservative as indicated by a comparison 

of the yields measured for the three different energy regions The yields for the 

0 to l$Mev and the 18- to 3244ev energy intervals were added end compared with 

the yields for, the 'O to 3244ev energy interval. The'percentage 'deviations were 

compatible with a tan4ard error of 316. so that, the yields themselvea would be 

accurate to approximately 2% on a rolative basis or 5% on an absolute basis. 
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IlL. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The yield data are given in Table I In units of neutrons per znicrocoulomb. 
When chemical compounds are ueed.to measure the yield, Equation (2) may be 

modified in a straightforward manner so that the yield for one of the elements In 
the compound can be calculated provided yields for all other elements in the cOrn 

pound are known. The calculation Involve, the ranges for the compound and its 
elements: we took the range, of the elements from a plot of R' (Z/A) vs Z and 
calculated those of the compounds by assuming that the stopping power added 
atomicalllr. 2' 

The errors shown in Table I follow the discus elon given in Section U. The 
yieldI for 18.Mev protons have larger errors than the other values because they 
were determined by subtracting the 32-Mev yield for carbon from the measured 
quantity. Unless the yield for lB*Mev protons was large, the subtraction intro-
duced sizable uncertaintie, in the 18Mev yield.. 

The yield from deuteriurn warrants special mention. Aside from the 
rather unlikely reaction p(D. He y, the only Inelastic reaction with deuterons 
that may occur at these energies I. the breakup of the deuteron with the emission 
of one neutron, pQ), Zp)n. Thus, in EquatIon (2) we may set N(E + Bp) = 1 in the 

dK integrand and a measurement of n is essendeily a measurement of J a (E) 	(E) dE 
We then can calculate the inelastic cross section for deuterons averaged over 
the appropriate energy Interval as i 	(E) dE = ó a, where B is either the 
range or the target thickness. 	- 

We have plotted some of the data In FIgs. 2 to 4 to dispiiy the dLcontinuLttes 
at Z = 20 and 30, and the very low yield for nickel compared with the neighb&rIng 
element. The regular fluctuations for Z < 30 according to whether the target 
nucleus is evenev.D or odd.even are very pronounced. It is interesting to note 
that'thè average neutoexcesi. Me. Z)/A. fotlowe öxscUy the same pattern as the 
naurofl yields, ci to a' pronounced dip at nickel. Such a correlation might be 
expected except that It Is not obviously predicted by th. t*tIsUcal theory of nuclear 
reactions. 

Three Independent experiment." ' 	have measured a (E)N(E) for various 
elements In this energy region. Cohen's results agree very well with ours through. 
out the Periodic Table; Kelly's data gives an average oN for bismuth of 2.77 corn. 
pared with the 2.40 10.12 that we measured; Ghoabal'a data gives 0.81 for Cu 63  
compared with the 0.88 a 0.04 that we measured for natural copper (70% Cu'). 
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Tabiel . 

Neutron Yields for Thick Targets Bombarded by Protons 
(in units of 10 neutrons per microcoulomb) 

Target. 	. . Energy. Iüterval of Protons (Mev) 	• 

ti1T 18 to 32 	- 

D(D2O) i78±i2478*O99 
• 	•: 	• 	: . 

969 
. 

316 
. 

±020 - 

Be 177 695 *946 
B 421 114 *010 - 

1 810 2.00  
C. (also GIl2) 0 561 	0,037 0 0.567 * 0.037 
N(BN) 1.98 *033 0 ±007 - 

O(H 2O) L30 *0.08 008 ±006 - 

FNaE) 415 *0,5 096 ±017 - 

Na 381 051 *00? 
Mg 12.98 025 ±008 174 	±010 
Al 316 046 ±006 264 
St -.98 0.10 ± 0.06 - 

P 244 035 ±0.06 - 

$ 101 ±0.10 0008 *005 - 

CL(CCI4 ) 374 ±019 052 *010 - 

K(K2SO4 andKCl) 146 *015 0 ±026 - 

Ca(CaO) 051 ±0.08 0 ±013 - 

Sc(Sc203 ) 634 *049 109 *017 - 

TI (also 1r102 ) 7 61 1 76 ± 0 13 **7  10 

V 924 230 *015 - 

Cr 669 *044 126 ±0.16 - 

Mn 716 1.27 ±011 - 

Fe 600 100 *009 478 

Co(Co 2Q3).. 	. • 	••. 	 8.20 050 •1.42 	• *0.18 . • 	• 

Ni 306 032 *006 268 
1.71 *012 6.45H. 	• 

Zim • 	1. 16 132 • *0.11 .5.85. 	•. 	• 
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Table I (contlnuedj 

Target Energy Interval of Proton. (Mev) 

0 to3Z OtolS 18to32 
. 	. 	. 

Ga(Ga2O3 ) 125 	±07 232 	±035 - 

Ge (GaO 2 ) 115 *06 208 ±016 - 

A.(Ae 2O3 ) 130 ±0? 280 1022 - 

Se 125 *07 - 

Br (NaBr and 13 5 * 0 7 2.28 ± 0.18 - 

NiBr2  3fl20 
Sr(SrCO3 ) 106 *06 135 ±0.14 - 

9 7 ± 1.0 

Zr 110 *0J3 8.67 

Mo 115 202 ±0.13 9.80 

Pd 124 - - 

Ag 122 2.10 *0.15 965 

Cd 12.8 214 ±015 10.5 

In 129 198 *020 111 

$n 121 194 ±019 10.0 

Sb 127 208 ±015 110 

Te  

X(NaI) 136 ±08 235 *017 - 

CB(CsCI) 1149 ±0.7 - - 

Ba(aIeoBaSO4) 

Ce (CeO2 ) 11.6 ±06 - - 

Nd(Nd203 ) 109 *09 - - 

Ta 126 11.40 ±023 *104 

W 125 130 ±04 19 *102 

Pt 114 111 *010 - 	9,26 

Au 108 105 ±009 91s 48 

HgPlgO) 101 086 *009 

10.0 -. 0 85 ± 0.09 9 15 

Fb 10.0 •. -. 	. 

Bi (also 8t203 ) 10.0 0.99 ± 0.10 8.79 

Th. 	. • 	• 	2043. • • 	1.94 ±0.13 16.0 • 

• 	• 	... 	 . 	 . 

. 	 . 	23.3 .2.28 ± 0.15 *18.0 
• 

 U . 238 . • . 	• . 
. 	 • 	 •. 	19.5*2.0. •- 
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To calculate the yields predicted by the statistical theory .1 nuclear reactions, 

it is necessary to know 4a (E) and to talculate N(E) in Equation (2). For. Cr () we 
the  approxlmation 

whole R. = 1.5A' z iO 	I. the nuclear radius. 	4 (2JYIE)1/2  is the 

DeBroglie wave length of the  proton, and Y = B/E is the ratio of the Coulomb 
barrier to the proton kinetic energy. 

We calculate N(E) by assuming that only protons or neutrons can be emitted 
by the excited nucleus. If the probability of neutron emission is P 0  and of proton 

emi**ion is P, then P + P s W solved for P and P by calculating P fP 

from the formula given by LeCouteur: 

(a 1/4 IA) 2 	
('0i - 4 'i;). 	(4) 

th 

and 	 2 	 (5) 
Ir U,i47 -A 	2 * 

where exp ( It Zh1'Z)  is the energy level density of anuc1eue at an excit*tion 
energy E, R  is the energy available for the emission of particle x from a nucleus 
a excited to an energy UE  is the separation energy of x from a. V Is the 
effective potential barrier for x, and is the nuclear temperature. For protons 
we used 	• 0.7 B, where B is the Coulomb barrier. We assumed 

I c (0.4 A)"2  because LeCouteur's modification of /\ was too slibbt to 
cause any appreciable effect on P /p0;  the ratioi are sensitive to the values 
of, 	these were taken from tile nuclear reaction, energies because differences 
to masses are the vital quantities.. Some masses were unmeasurfd; these were 

• esdmted by plotting M.vs A for a given Z. The estimated masses should hAve 
affected the calculated'yieldi only for four isotopes indicated in Table II. 

• 

	

	We followed the enisston cascade by assuming that all particles were 
emitted with the median energy, 1.7 ,. until the residual excitation energy was 
intifficient to permit further proton or neutron emission. Then N(E) is the sum 
of the weighted emjeeion probabilities: 
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Table 11 

•Calàulated and Obae&.ved yields for sreral odd*Z elements bombarded 
by 32-Mev protons, 	(In unit. of 10 	neutrons per microcoulorrab.) 

• 	:. Relattvi Calculated 	Wetghted Observed 
Z A Abuadace Yield 	1e1d Yield RatiO 

• 	 117 35 0.734 3.31 	7.81 	3.74 0.475 
n 0.246 17.8 

19 39 0.92 2.66* 	3.71 1.46 0.394 
41 0.068 18.1 

1. 45. 1.000 13.1 6.35 0.485 
23 51 .1.000 17.1 9.24 0.540 
25 . 	 5.5 1.000 16.7 	. 	 . 7.16 0.429 

• 	 27 	. 59 . 	 1.000 16.5 8.20 0.496 
29 63 0.690 11.4 	

. 	 3 1.4 8.30 0.619 
6$ 0.310 178 	. 

• 	 .. 	31 	. 69 . 	 . 	 0.601: 150 16 8: 12.5 0.744 
71 •. 	0,390. 19.5 	. 	 . . 3 
75 1.000 . 	 17.8 . 	 13.0 0.730 

35 79 0.506 16.3 
.81 . 	 0.494 18.8 . 	 . 	 35 	. 0.171 

41 . 	 93 	. 1.000 .• 17.0 	•. 11.5 0.676 
49.. 	. 113 0.042 . 

.. 	16.6* 	
. 	 11.5 . 	 12.9 0.131 

115 .: 	0.958 17.5 
127 1.000 16.6 .13.6 0.820 

• 	 83 209 1.000 12.9 	. 10.0 0.775 

Calculation of these yields *nvotved the use of estimated masàee Mat affected 
• 	 thep, Znorp, 3nreactlons. . 	 . 
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N(E) = 3 1a nnt 	 + PPP 	+ PPPj,) + 

Pnp*tpPnpp + PpPpftpptlp + ppPpppppn 

whers P(E) ii the probability that puticle Is .mftted £romhC ecc1ted nucleui 

following emi.io o particle i in the £irst 6tep and particle j hi the econd step, 

and t)If O?ttfla1 excitation was E. U only one particle eisstd be emitted, then we 

have N(E) =P if only, two 

N(E) = 2 PP + PuP + 

The Integrand of Equation (2) was evaluated at 10 equally spaced points for 

a target equal in thickness to the range of 32..Mev protons, and the integral cal-

culated by using Simpson's 1/3 rule. 

InTable U we have listed the yields calculated in this manner for several 

elements. The ratio of the observed to calculated yield is also given and is plotted 

in fig. ' The regularity shown by the ratio as 2 Increases is remarkable; in 

particul*r, the fact that the ratio is essentially constant for Z > 31 causes uó to 

believe that the statistical theory as used is insufficient to explain the discontLnuity 

to yield observed at I = 31. It is dUIicutt to ascribe the discontinuity in (14-2)/A 

at the samö value of 2 to coincidence, but we have not been able to construct a 
26 satisfactory link between the two phenomena. Cohen and iNewman observed a 

similar break to the neutron-.ini. aton probability at 
ZL= 29, but for 2 a 30 they 

used a neutron-rich sotop. of zinc that has a neutron excess appropriate for 
26 element. with 2 > 30. 	A large (p Zp) cross section for nickel has also been 

observed. 27  
00A process that appears capb1e of explaining the sharp breaks at 2 = 21 

and Izx 31 Wss advanced by Austern et al. 16  The simplest case they considered 
was of a lightly bound neutron In a definite state of orbital angular momentum; an 
incident proton was supposed to knock out the neutron and be captured into a definite 
state of orbital attgnlar momentum. Now at 2 = 32, the proton added to a nucleus 
occupies an I shell, 14 so that a proton incident on gallium (2 = 31) might easily be 
cptured into a state of high angular momentum and knock out a neutron with little 
or no change in the angular momentum of the residual nucleus. A similar situation 
occurs at A 20, but there are no neutrons available In states of high angular 
inoenentum, and th. reaction might be suppressed until scandium (2 a 21), when 
neutrons ln.f st&tee of angular momentum are available. A large fraction of the 
reactions wOuld have to proceed by this mechanism to explain the abrupt discontinuitie., 

• 	 •• 
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and measurements of neutron angular distributions for neighboring isotopes would 

be valuable 

1V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The main results of the neutron survey we have reported are new 

reference points for neutron yields by protons and a suggestion of targets to be 

used In more detailed experiments to study the processes responsible for neutron 

production at energies of tens of Mev. The yield data themselves suggest that 

the attLstical theory of nuclear reactions is not capable of explaining the die con. 

tinuittes observed, and the simple calculations we haer performed support that 

suggestion. More detailed calculations do not appear to be justified until more 

detailed experiments are available. In particular, It would be well to studV the 

charged-particle emission as welt as neutron emission from separated isotopes 

in the region, near calcium arid zinc Measurements of the angular distributions 

coul%e be compared with theoretical predictions16' 
28  that are available, arid 

energy distributions might be helpful in deciding whether the statistical theory is 

applicable. A comparison of neutren4ndu.ced reaction, would also be valuable In 

deciding what role the neutron exc$es plays, and wiether it is the neutron excess 

of the target or compound nucleus that is important 
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